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Quiisi-Btatio wavos on a plasma cylinder with radially varying donsily have boon studied. 
An approximate dispersion relation is derived, with the use of a di-oloetric tensor wliieh 
ia a local quantity, and is compared with the case ofdi homogoiioous plasma cylinder.
I n tr o d u c tio n
The study of oscillations o f a plasma cylinder is of interest as this configuration 
hiis liecn used in several laboratory experiments (Apcl 1969, Barrett et al 1968, 
Wong etal 1964) The case of homogeneous magnetoactive plasma confined 
withiii a cylindrical conductor lias been studied by Liclitenberg & Jayson (1965). 
These authors have used a di-electric tensor which is correct within the quasi-static 
approximation and approximation of longitudinal velocity only. Inhomogeneous 
plasma in the same configuration has been considered by Lee (1969). 
Here the same problem of inhomogeneous plasma in a metallic cylinder is 
treated, but with the use of di-electric tensor whose local value is of the form 
iirtcd by Liclitenberg & Jayson, ivith this exception that only one component 
plasma is considered and the velocity of streaming neglected. The dispersion 
relation is derived using quasi-static approximation and reduced for the case of 
tiolcl plasma also. The results have been compared with the case of a homogeneous 
bounded plasma.
D e r iv a t io n  of th e  d ispe r sio n  re la tio n
A plasma cylinder of radius b is surrounded by a co-axial cylindrical conduct­
ing wall of radius The cross-sectional variation of plasma density is assumed
as
TO(y) =  Wo/(r) ■ (1)
with/(y) =  1— qq tiiat is the density on the axis r =  0, of the cylinder. 
There is a steady magnetic field H along this axis.
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O s c illa t io n s  o f  an  in h o m o g e n e o u s  b o u n d e d  p la sm a
(2)
The di-electric tensor u^ ,ed in this analysis is of the form
p  r^r iCrQ '  1
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(2A)
=  1+  [l+& *(f,)] =  l+To/(r)
_ha iC
»vhere z{ )^ =  2ie  ^ J exp( — which is tabulated by Fried & Conte (1961).
y _ tl) ~j“ (Jt)ff ^
o 47T?i„e“ eHojp“ =  ----- ^  , a;^ ~  ----
m me
Here the Maxwellian velocity distribution with the thermal velocity and the 
variation ~  are assumed. In using the local value of the di-clc(?Lrio
tensor the restriction KL  <  <  1 is imposed, K  being the wave number and L 
the characteristic scale length of the plasma density variation. This condition 
is automatically satisfied for axially propagating quasi-static wave, i.e. for Kr =  0 
In the quasi-static approximation E is derivable from a scalar potential, i.e.
E =  —y f
Hence the equation y .D  =  0 becomes
V(evl^) =  0 ... (3)
For the axi-symmetric mode, the equation (3) becomes in the cylindrical polar 
co-ordinates
Or,
f  V + 1 .  dr d ^  ^
dr^  r dr dr  ^ ' dr err
«[l+r/(«)] g  +  [ l + r f W + U T  ] | ? -« [ l+ rJ M ]< .=  0
... (4)
where u =  rKt and / ( « )  =  1 — =  1 -
A« ■
This is a Sturm-Liouville equation which is here solved by the variational method, 
outlined by Margenau and Murphy (1066), The trial solution is taken as
ao that
f  | r - J =  fo .
and y>„ are related by the oondition
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M(r) ... (5)
^vliere
Hr) =  | [ l+ r /M ]T ,W M + /[ l+ r o /( « ) ]  . [ fo*+ ]
0 0 L 4- J
Outside the plasma column the equation (4) reduces to
the solution of wliioh is
du^  u du
where /p and /Cp are modified Bessel functions of order zero and, A and B are
constants. At
u — akz =  A, ^  =  0du
Hence in the vacuum region
Again at u =  S,
KoW
[K ,m ,(u )^ h W K ,{u )]
^ptam a  — 9  vacuum
e plasma _  dfiiacuum
du du
These boundary conditions along with the equation (6) give the dispersion relation
as
[iro (A )j.(« )- /.(A )jr „(« )](n -T -T , ]
-  [JT,(A)/,' ( « ) . - / , (A)iT,'(«)][ | ( H - T ) - | r .  • JI]
(6)
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For a complotoly filled wave-guide 5 — A, and the equation (6) becomes
I  ( l+ r)- ^  r e ^ + i  (1+ t„) . . e* =  0 (7 )
whore e =  SjA determines the pla.sma density at the guide-wall. Taking zero 
density at the guide-wall (c — 1) the equation (7) becomes
(}a =  - 6 .
1 + 3 t„/4 ... (8)
For a homogeneous plasma (c — 0) in a cylindrical waveguide the equation (7) 
becomes
5=  - 6 .  ^ l + r
1+ro
... (9)
Case J. For cold plasma
and- Tn — —
Taking — 2 the relations (8) and (9) are ifiotted in figure 1. It is found
that the stop-band is wider in the case of inhomogeneous plasma.
Figure J
Case 2. For hot plasma, taking =  2 and v^ Jaiiip =  .072 the relations
(8) and (9) are plotted in figure 2. It is found that as in the case of cold plasma, 
the values of Kg for the inhomogeneous hbt plasma are slightly higher than lor 
the homogeneous hot plasma, the difference ind'easing towards the higher fi’fJ- 
quencies.
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and
Case 3. Taking A — oo the dispersion relation (6) becomes 
-1. K„(S) S ( l + l  T„ ) =  7f„'C5) [ ( l  +  l  T ) h-J- ( l +  4 6=  1
i -  5./7„(5).(1+ t)(1+ t„) =  AVW. [ ( ! + ’■)+ i  (1 j for e =  0
Figure 3
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For <  1 the Bessel functions are replaced by their series expansions arrested to 
the second power of 8 and then these relations are plotted in figure 3. It is seen 
that in the range 0 <  <  1 any value of 8 corresponds to two values of wp for 
the homogeneous cold plasma cylinder, the upper one being slightly higher than 
the only value of w/coj, for the inhomogeneous cold plasma cylinder.
In all the figures the solid line represents the inhomogeneous plasma while 
the broken lino represents the homogeneous plasma.
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